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In this chapter, with an aim to have efficient energy management in a wireless sensor network, a Channel Adaptive Medium Access Control protocol with Traffic Aware Dynamic Power Management named as AEMAC in short is proposed for competent packet scheduling and queuing. An overview of the protocol is given which shows the different aspects incorporated for power management as in SMAC like periodic sleep and listen operations, schedule selection and co-ordination, schedule synchronization, access control and exchange of data and message passing. Along with this, a Channel Adaptive MAC protocol is described together with its channel quality estimation, link quality estimation and Traffic Aware Dynamic Power Management. The complete algorithm and the performance parameters to be evaluated are provided in the final section.
PHASE 1

In this Channel Adaptive MAC protocol with Traffic Aware DPM (AEMAC), the time varying characteristics of wireless channels are taken into account. A network system has been proposed to execute the fundamental idea in an actual situation wherein each sensor can choose the state of the communication component considering the link condition, channel condition and energy status.

AEMAC protocol is designed to reduce the energy wastages occurring in ordinary wireless sensor networks caused by idle listening, overhearing, control overhead and collisions. The primary goal is to increase the Energy efficiency while at the same time achieving some important performance parameters like stability and scalability. This protocol could achieve high Throughput and lower Delay at the cost of some performance reduction like Fairness.

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOCOL

A large network comprising of many sensor nodes which have limited storage, communication and processing capabilities is assumed. Configuration of nodes is as in the form of an ad hoc, self-organized and self-managed wireless network. Data generated by sensors is processed and communicated in a store and forward manner. The applications supported by the network are assumed to swing between long idle periods during which there is no event occurrence and bursty active periods in which data flows to the sink through message exchange among peer sensor nodes.

AEMAC uses the bursty profile of sensor applications to inherit high energy savings. Along with schedule selection, co-ordination, synchronization and adaptive listening strategies, it also adopts Traffic Aware Dynamic Power
Management, adaptation to link quality and channel quality conditions and cross layer interaction of the Physical layer, the Data Link layer and the Network layers. These aspects are detailed below.

4.2 PERIODIC SLEEP AND LISTEN OPERATIONS

It was given in Chapter 2 that by establishing a low duty cycle operation for sensor nodes, the energy consumption can be reduced since idle listening gets avoided. In this protocol, all the sensor nodes move into a sleep state during which their radio interfaces are turned OFF. Nodes in sleep state consume very little energy compared to those in listen state.

Based on this scheme, each node sets a wakeup timer and goes to sleep for a particular period of time. When the timer expires, the node wakes up compulsorily and listens into the medium to find if it needs to communicate with any other node. A complete listen-sleep period forms a frame. Duty cycle which characterizes each frame denotes the ratio of the listen interval to the frame length.

Nodes have their freedom to schedule their own listen and sleep intervals. In order to reduce the control overhead needed to achieve communication between the nodes, the schedules should be coordinated.

4.3 SCHEDULE SELECTION AND COORDINATION

The listen and sleep schedules of the neighboring nodes are coordinated. Each node selects a schedule and exchanges it with its neighbors during the synchronization period. A schedule table having the schedule of all its known neighbors is maintained by each node.

In order to select a schedule, a node listens to the channel for a fixed amount of time equal to the synchronization period. If a node does not hear a schedule from
another node, on the expiration of the synchronization period, it chooses its own schedule. After performing carrier sensing the node announces its schedule by broadcasting a synchronizing (SYNC) packet. Carrier sensing rules out the possibility of SYNC packet collisions. If a node happens to receive a schedule from a neighbor before announcing its schedule, it accepts the received schedule as its schedule. But the node has to wait until the next synchronization period, in order to announce its schedule to its neighbors. Sometimes a node may receive a different schedule after it chooses and announces its own schedule. This is due to the SYNC packet getting corrupted by collision or channel interference. In this case, it checks whether any other neighboring node is sharing the same schedule as its one. If not so, it discards its own schedule and accepts the new one. But if any other neighboring node is sharing the same schedule as its schedule, the node adopts both the schedules as it is aware that other nodes have adopted its schedule. Hence it has to wake up at the listen intervals of both the adopted schedules.

In some cases, neighboring nodes may fail to know each other due to the loss of a SYNC packet or delay. So nodes should perform neighbor discovery frequently. For this, a node listens periodically for the entire synchronization period. Those nodes that do not have neighbors presently should perform neighbor discovery frequently.

4.4 SCHEDULE SYNCHRONIZATION

Schedule synchronization should be performed periodically by neighboring nodes to prevent long term clock drift. Transmission of SYNC packet is done to update a schedule. The listen interval is divided into two subintervals for a node to receive both data packets and sync packets. Channel access by contending nodes during these intervals is regulated using a multi slotted contention window. The former time subinterval is dedicated for the transmission of SYNC packets. The
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latter time subinterval is dedicated for the transmission of data packets. In both these time intervals, a time slot is randomly selected by the contending station. Then it performs carrier sensing and transmits its packet only if it finds the channel idle. Thus energy consumption due to unwanted collisions can be reduced. Data transmission uses the Ready To Send/ Clear To Send (RTS/CTS) handshake to achieve a secure exclusive access to the channel during data transmission. Both RTS/CTS packets have different fields which have information regarding the identity of source and destination and the time duration for the whole transmission. So the neighboring nodes can delay their transmissions till this packet transmission ends, thus preventing un-necessary energy wastages due to collisions and idle listening. Moreover the neighboring nodes are made to sleep till the end of the packet transmission, thus preventing energy losses due to over hearing and thus increasing the overall bandwidth utilization.

4.5 ADAPTIVE LISTENING

If all the nodes follow the sleep schedule strictly, it may lead to an increased delay since the packets will get delayed at every hop due to the store and forward mechanism. To improve the latency, adaptive listening is used. During the listen period of a node, if it happens to overhear an RTS/CTS packet exchange between its neighboring nodes, it assumes that it may be the next hop node. So it ignores its wake up schedule and schedules an extra listening period for the time duration as overheard from the RTS/CTS packet till the end of that packet transmission. If the overhearing node receives an RTS it can continue with the transmission. The unnecessary transition between the two power levels is avoided thus improving the energy transmission. If the overhearing node does not receive an RTS, it enters the sleep state till the next scheduled listen interval.
4.6 ACCESS CONTROL AND EXCHANGE OF DATA

To regulate the access to the shared channel, this protocol uses CSMA/CA based procedure, which includes both physical and virtual carrier sensing. It also uses the RTS/CTS handshake to get rid of the hidden and exposed terminal problem. Network Allocation Vector (NAV) is used for virtual carrier sensing. NAV is a variable which has information about the remaining time till the end of the current packet transmission, stored in it. Initially, NAV is set to the packet duration field as indicated in the transmitted packet. On the passage of time, its value is decremented till zero. A node can only initiate a packet transmission if its NAV value reaches zero. Physical carrier sensing is by listening to the channel for some ongoing transmission as in ordinary CSMA. To avoid collisions and starvation, carrier sensing is randomized within a contention window. Only if both the virtual and physical carrier sensing indicate a free channel, a node is allowed to transmit.

To prevent overhearing, nodes are allowed to sleep on hearing an RTS/CTS exchange from the other nodes. Nodes set its NAV to the duration of the packet transmission and sleep till its NAV becomes zero. This leads to significant energy savings.

Packet transmission:

Node first senses the channel. If the channel is busy, it sleeps till the channel becomes free again. On sensing a channel idle, it sends an RTS packet and waits for the CTS packet from the destination node. On getting the CTS packet, it transmits the data packet. Transmission ends on receiving an acknowledgement packet. The communicating nodes will not sleep till the end of the transmission.
4.7 MESSAGE PASSING

A long message is divided into small fragments that a node can process. These fragments are sent in a burst after a single RTS/CTS exchange between the communicating nodes. The medium is reserved for the time needed to transmit an entire message. Each fragment is transmitted, on getting an acknowledgement from the receiving node, for the previous fragment. This process improves the application level performance.

4.8 CHANNEL ADAPTIVE MAC PROTOCOL

Packet transmission through a link of high quality consumes less energy than through a “bad” link. Based on this observation, in this proposed scheme, each sensor node should possess the ability to decide the state of its communication unit with respect to the current condition of the wireless link between it and the sink. Every node estimates the channel state and link quality for each contending flow and its energy status. To represent the channel state and link state at the LLC queue, a flag is initiated. The flag can take three values: Good, Bad or Probe. The proposed protocol calculates a combined weight value based on these flags and the energy status. Then transmission is allowed only for those nodes with a weight value greater than a minimum threshold value. Nodes attempting to access the wireless medium with a weight value less than the threshold value will be allowed to transmit again when their weight becomes high.

The energy consumed in an idle state is less than that in Active state, but significantly greater than in the sleep state. Hence, intelligently switching to sleep state whenever possible will generally create significant energy savings. In this work, a Traffic Aware Dynamic Power Management scheme (TA-DPM) is designed. The design goal of the Dynamic Power Management scheme is, to
minimize energy consumption by continuously turning OFF the radio interface of unnecessary nodes that are not included in the routing path. For this, the nodes are categorized into three types depending upon the state defined by the data transmission as Current Transmitting Node (CTN), Future Transmitting Node (FTN), and No Transmitting Node (NTN). A state may dynamically change whenever data traffic is transmitted. Then, only the CTN and FTN nodes are asked to wake up, while other NTN nodes can continuously remain in their sleep states.

4.9 LINK QUALITY ESTIMATION

The link quality or link metrics such as: Bandwidth, Delay, Loss rate are measured by the MAC layer. Link metrics are then introduced to the IP routing protocol. The link metrics are taken into account in order to calculate the path for the new incoming flow by the routing algorithm. Each node computes the Residual bandwidth and Residual energy.

Residual bandwidth $R_{bw}$ is estimated as

$$R_{bw} = C_{bw} - U_{bw}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where

$C_{bw}$ - channel bandwidth,

$U_{bw}$ - used or consumed bandwidth,

Similarly the residual energy $R_e$ is estimated as

$$R_e = (C_e - U_e)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where,

$C_e$ – Initial energy,
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\( U_e \) - used or consumed energy,

A radio model defines:

\( E_{elec} \, J/\text{bit} \) - Energy consumption of a transmitter-receiver

\( E_{amp} \, J/\text{bit} \) - Energy consumption of a transmitter amplifier for a signal to noise ratio

\( E_{tx} \) - Transmitting energy of a radio beam

The following equation is the factor for sending a \( k \) (bit) message to a node with a distance of \( d \) (meters)

\[
Z = \frac{E_{tx}}{(E_{elec} + E_{amp} \times k \times d^2)} \tag{3}
\]

Now the Link Weight \( L_Q \) can be calculated as the combined sum of residual bandwidth and residual energy

\[
L_Q = R_{bw} + Z \times R_e \tag{4}
\]

4.10 CHANNEL CONDITION ESTIMATION

Every node estimates the channel conditions for each contending flow. To represent the channel state at the Link Layer (LL) queue, a flag is initiated. The flag can take three values as GOOD, BAD and PROBE

GOOD: A flag is set by the node as GOOD, when it receives from the following flow: (i) a MAC-layer acknowledgment in response to a data frame, (ii) a CTS frame in response to an RTS frame, or (iii) an error-free data frame or RTS.

BAD: The node sets the flag to BAD after a transmission failure. If the collisions or channel errors cause a transmission failure, then the values of the Short Retry Limit (SRL) and the Long Retry Limit (LRL) are
selected. If a transmission takes place without receiving an acknowledgement, it is noted by a Long Retry Counter (LRC) and a Short Retry Counter (SRC). By monitoring the values of LRC and SRC, the transmission failure and collisions can be detected.

**PROBE:** The node switches the flag from BAD to PROBE when a configurable timeout, named as Ptimer, expires. Ptimer starts to run whenever the channel state switches to BAD, and its initial value is doubled when a transition from PROBE to BAD occurs. The duration of Ptimer is reset to its initial value upon a transition from PROBE to GOOD.

Each node \(N_i, i=1,2,\ldots\) maintains a queue \(Q_i, i=1,2,\ldots\). Each queue has associated with it a weight \(W_i, i=1,2,\ldots\) such that

\[
W_i = \begin{cases} 
LQ_i \times 1, & \text{if flag = GOOD,} \\
LQ_i \times -1, & \text{if flag = BAD.}
\end{cases}
\]

4.11 CROSSLAYER INTERACTION

The link layer metrics like residual bandwidth and residual energy and the channel state information depicted in the Flag is conveyed into the Network layer to make intelligent routing decisions. The residual bandwidth and residual energy information are determined by every wireless sensor network node. Each node estimates a weight value based on its residual bandwidth and residual energy, stores a copy of it and is also broadcast across the network during the Neighbor Discovery process. Each node on receiving the neighbor’s packet, checks for the lesser value. The lowest weight value in the network is selected as the minimum weight value. This minimum weight value will be determined at run time during every Neighbor Discovery process, which is performed periodically. So at the end of the Neighbor Discovery process, all nodes become aware of the weight...
information of its neighbors and the minimum weight value of the network. During
the Route Discovery process, the standard Route Request packet of the routing
protocol is modified by including the following fields like host address, weight
information and timestamp. This is broadcast and any node on receiving this,
computes a weight value as the sum of its weight value and the incoming weight
value; and this is appended in its Route Request packet and again broadcast. In this
way, it reaches the sink node, which gets the total weight value of all nodes in its
path. This is sent back to the source in the Route Reply packet. Source selects the
route having the highest weight value as its transmission route.

If a node has data to transmit, it checks whether its weight value is greater
than the minimum weight value. The nodes with high weights are allowed to
transmit. Nodes attempting to access the wireless medium with a low weight value
will be allowed to transmit again when their weight becomes high, till then the data
is buffered at the node.

4.12 TRAFFIC AWARE DYNAMIC POWER MANAGEMENT

The nodes are grouped into the following categories:

Current Transmitting Node (CTN): Any node currently participating in the
actual data transmission (Like nodes 1 and 2 in Figure 4.1).

Future Transmitting Node (FTN): Any node to be involved in the actual
data transmission (Like node 3 in Figure 4.1).

No Transmitting Node (NTN): Any nodes that are not included in a routing
path and hence not involved in the actual data transmission at all (Like nodes 4-11
in Figure 4.1).
The format of RTS/CTS control frames needs to be slightly modified from their original MAC protocol. This modification is for informing a node the fact that its state is changed to CTN or FTN in the corresponding period. The new RTS and CTS packet add only one field to the original packet. The newly added field in RTS is the final destination address, by which the receiver’s routing agent can search for the next hop address. The new field of CTS is the next hop node address and it informs which node needs to be CTN to its neighbors.

Referring back to Figure 1, when node 2 receives 1’s RTS packet including the final destination address of sink, its routing agent refers to the routing table for getting the next hop node (node 3) and informs back to its own MAC. The MAC agent of node 2 then transmits CTS packet including the information of node 3. After receiving the CTS packet from node 2, node 3 changes its state to CTN and the other neighboring nodes become aware of the fact that they are FTN nodes.
Otherwise, if no such information about FTN is available in node 2’s routing agent, it means the routing path is broken or has not yet been established.

### 4.13 COMPLETE ALGORITHM

The steps involved in the proposed MAC protocol are summarized as:

1. If the category of $n_i$ is NTN, then
   1.1 Put $n_i$ into sleep mode
   1.2 Terminate
2. Else
   2.1 Put $n_i$ into awake mode
3. End if
4. For each node $n_i$, in awake mode then,
   4.1. $R_{bwi} = C_{bwi} - U_{bwi}$
   4.2. $R_{ei} = (C_e - U_e)$
   4.3. $LQ = R_{bwi} + Z \times R_{ei}$

   Where $Z = \frac{Etx}{(Eelec + Eamp \times d^d)}$

   - $Eelec$ J/bit - Energy consumption of a transmitter-receiver
   - $Eamp$ J/bit - Energy consumption of a transmitter amplifier
   - $Etx$ - Transmitting energy of a radio beam

   4.4. $LQ$ exchanged with neighbors during Neighbor Discovery.
   4.5. $W_{min}$ the minimum threshold value is found based on minimum $LQ$ values of all nodes.
   4.6. Path having highest weight value selected as the routing path.
   4.7 Nodes having to transmit, check:
4.7.1. If node $n_i$ receives ACK or CTS or Data from MAC layer, then
   \[ \text{Flag} = \text{GOOD} \]
4.7.2. Else If node $n_i$ observes collision or transmission errors, then
   \[ \text{Flag} = \text{BAD} \]
4.7.3. Else
   \[ \text{Flag} = \text{PROBE} \]
4.7.4 End if
4.8. If Flag = GOOD, then
   \[ 4.7.1 \quad W_i = LQ_i \times 1 \]
4.9. Else If Flag = BAD, then
   \[ 4.8.1 \quad W_i = LQ_i \times -1 \]
4.10. End if
5. End For
6. If $W_i > W_{\text{min}}$, then
   \[ 6.1 \text{ Transmission is allowed} \]
7. Else
   \[ 7.1 \text{ Transmission is rejected.} \]
9. End if.

4.14 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance of this protocol is evaluated, for different performance metrics like \textit{Energy consumption, Delay, Delivery ratio} and \textit{Throughput} with respect to number of nodes, number of flows and Transmission Rate in the wireless sensor network, using the Network Simulator NS2. The results are given in Chapter 6.
4.15 SUMMARY

This chapter proposed a Channel Adaptive MAC protocol with Traffic Aware DPM and competent packet scheduling and queuing in a wireless sensor network. The different aspects adopted as in SMAC to have efficient power management like periodic sleep-listen operations, schedule selection, co-ordination, synchronization, access control, data exchange and message passing were elaborated. Moreover the significant and unique aspects of the proposed scheme like Channel Adaptive MAC protocol, channel quality estimation, link quality estimation, cross layer interaction and Traffic Aware DPM were discussed in detail. Finally the complete proposed algorithm and the performance evaluation factors were also detailed.